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1 uSID64 – Part of the UNIVERSE 64

The reason for this replica SID, as well as many more replica chips (CPU, VIC II, 

MMU and CIA), is the UNIVERSE 64. My vision is a new all-encompassing C64 

world in a new dimension. This includes that new chips are designed to replace the 

old ones, and thus a new computer can be built and offered, so that any hurdles for 

the new network world of the UNIVERSE 64, the new C64, can fall. So this is the 

beginning of something very new exciting.
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2 uSID64

The uSID64 is intended to replace the old 6581 and 8580 chips, whose development

began May 2020 (presented publicly for the first time as a SID development project

for software developers in June 2020), was the first SID project to use the Teensy 4,

and  is  now  available  in  2022  in  its  current  form.  Subsequent  projects  by  other

developers were significantly inspired by this SID project,  but never achieved the

appealing design, simplicity, and low cost of the uSID64, which halves the cost with

its internal 2nd SID (per SID about 13€).

In  addition  to  the  SID  sound,  the  analog  mouse  signals  POT  X,Y  which  are

connected to pins 23 and 24. A special challenge are the filters, which influence the

sound of the SID significantly. But also the timing is a special attention, so that any

nuances can come to bear. This is a long-term task that will  result in future new

firmwares for the uSID64, and thus over time, will provide an ever better experience.
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3 uSID64 Teensy 4.0 Adapter board

The new uSID64 consists of an adapter board for the Teensy 4.0

The pins OUT2 (Audio Output) and CS2 (Chip Select) already indicate that a 2nd SID

is available in the uSID64 to generate stereo or pseudo stereo SID sound. This is 

optional. In the default setting only one SID is active. Thus an existing SID can be 

exchanged 1:1 without having to worry about any configuration.
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4 2. SID Socket Adapter board

In order to be able to use the internal 2nd SID of the uSID64 quite simply, an adapter 

board for a 2nd SID socket was developed, which makes it possible to connect the 

uSID64 to a 2nd SID socket and via a 2-wire line (OUT2/CS2).

There are 2 configuration types (solder bridges) on the rear panel:

„SOCKET“   - Sockel Chip Select:  

The 2nd SID of the uSID64 is addressed via the chip select pin of the socket (pin 8) 

(address pins A5 to A9 as well as the 74HC154 are not necessary)

„74HC154“   - IC Chip Select:  

The 2nd SID of the uSID64 is addressed via the 74HC154. For this the pins A5 to A9 

must be connected to the address lines of the C64. The 2nd SID then reacts 

completely automatically to the SID addresses: D420, D440, D460, D500, D600, 

D700 

More information in the Info-Document of the 2nd SID Socket Adapter
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5 Layout types

Depending on the requirements that the new uSID64 is to meet, there are different 

types of assembly. Normal and flat. In the following, the assembly methods are 

described and instructions are given on what to pay particular attention to. 
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5.1 Normal height

The easiest method is to equip the uSID64

board with round precision socket strips (as

well as the Teensy 4.0)

Then a 28 pin socket is soldered onto the top of the uSID64 board, where the Teensy

4.0 will fit.
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5.2 Flat height

With the flat height, the socket on the uSID64 is simply omitted and the Teensy 4.0 is

soldered directly to the uSID64 board.
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5.3 Super Flat height

If you want a very flat version (almost the height of the original chip) for certain 

reasons, then normal sockets cannot be used. The suitable flat socket is created by 

yourself. 

For this purpose a few resistors are used, as well as a 28 pin socket. The uSID64 

board is placed on the 28 pin socket, with a little distance to the top. Then the wire 

end of a resistor is put through each hole and pressed into the socket below.

The same procedure is performed with the Teensy 4.0.
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Before assembling, soldering both boards, one pin on the top of the uSID64 board 

has to be shortened:

(5th pin from the bottom left, take a look at the „uSID64“ label on the board).

This prevents a capacitor on the back of the Teensy 4.0 from touching this pin. Before

assembling and soldering, you should therefore briefly check after plugging together 

whether any components could touch the pins.

In the end, a very flat design is achieved: 
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6 Transfer firmware

To transfer the firmware (HEX file) the Teensy Loader is used, which is available for

all common operating systems (MacOS, Linux, Windows):

https://www.pjrc.com/teensy/loader.html

Via the tab "File" and the selection "Open HEX File" the HEX file is loaded.

Now connect the Teensy to the computer via USB and press the reset button.
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7 uSID64 Config Tool

The uSID64 can be configured via the uSID64 Config Tool. 

0 = Only the 1st SID is used, on the Left audio channel only.

1 = Only the 1st SID is used, on the Left and Right channels.

2 = Both SIDs are used, only on the left audio channel

3 = Both SIDs are used, on the Left and Right channels

4 = Both SIDs are used, 2nd SID on the Right audio channel only

With keys 6 and 8 the filter type is switched (for both SIDs)
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8 Additional Options

On the rear panel the uSID64 offers special Universe 64 options that are not relevant

for normal use. With the two jumpers CS2 and O2 (Audio Output 2) it is possible to

connect these two signals to pins 1 and 2 (with a white circle around each pin), so

that on Universe64 computer boards no extra cable has to be connected to use the

2nd SID. On normal C64 boards the filter capacitors are connected there. Therefore

these  bridges  should  always  remain  open/unsoldered  when  used  in  normal  C64

boards.

Note: the boards are already assembled at delivery
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9 Notes for the REV.2 Boards

You have to solder a resistor of 2.2K (1K~4.7K) from the left upper diode pin, to the

upper CS Pin on the right (green circles):

And when soldering the sockets you have to take care that the 2 small bridges (blue) 

remain intact.
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